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Abstract Electrified clouds are known to play a major role in the Global Electric Circuit. These clouds
produce upward currents which maintain the potential difference between Earth’s surface and the upper
atmosphere. In this study, model output from two simulations of the Community Earth SystemModel (CESM)
are compared with conduction currents and other data derived from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM) satellite, including both the Lightning Imaging Sensor and Precipitation Radar. The intention is to
determine CESM’s skill at representing these microphysical and dynamical properties of clouds. Then, these
cloud properties are used to develop a model parameterization to compute conduction currents from
electrified clouds. Specifically, we evaluate the ability of global mean convective mass flux, ice water path,
and convective precipitation to represent conduction current sources. Parameterizations using these
variables yield derived global mean currents that agree well with the geographical patterns of TRMM
currents. In addition, comparing the diurnal variations of modeled global mean current to the observed
diurnal variations of electric potential gradient, root-mean-square (RMS) errors range between 6.5% and
8.1%, but the maximum occurs 4 to 6 h early in all three variables. Output currents derived from the model
variables generally match well to the currents derived from TRMM, and the total global current estimates
agree well with past studies. This suggests that cloud parameters are well suited for representing the global
distribution and strength of currents in a global model framework.

1. Introduction

An electric field exists between Earth’s surface and the ionosphere, with a quasi-static potential of about
240 kV. Electrified clouds play an important role in maintaining this potential difference [Wilson, 1920;
Whipple, 1929]. These clouds produce an upward conduction current (referred to as a Wilson current) from
the top of the cloud to the ionosphere that is the primary current source to the global electric circuit
[Bering et al., 1998; Mach et al., 2011]. However, not all clouds contribute equally, and the exact contribution
from different types of clouds is not entirely known at this time [Williams and Mareev, 2014].

Cloud electrification has been researched extensively in the last century. Several mechanisms responsible for
electrifying clouds have been proposed and investigated, including precipitation based charging mechan-
isms, ion capture mechanisms, and melting-related mechanisms in anvils and stratiform regions [Dye and
Willett, 2007; Kuhlman et al., 2009; Stolzenburg et al., 1994]. Although multiple mechanisms contribute to
cloud electrification, the noninductive charging mechanism is thought to play the dominant role in thunder-
storm electrification [Latham, 1981; Jayaratne et al., 1983; Keith and Saunders, 1989; MacGorman and Rust,
1998]. In this mechanism, rimed hydrometeors collide with ice crystals, resulting in a net opposite charge
on each species of ice hydrometeors. Through gravitational sorting, the heavier rimed hydrometers collect
mostly in the lower portion of the cloud while the ice crystals are transported to the upper parts of the cloud,
creating net negative and positive charge regions. The magnitude of charge transfer depends on tempera-
ture, liquid water content, size of the ice crystals, and other factors [Saunders and Peck, 1998; Takahashi
and Miyawaki, 2002].

In support of the noninductive charging mechanism, multiple observational studies, including studies based
on radar observations, have shown strong relationships between updraft strength, parameters characterizing
the mixed phase microphysics (between 0°C and �40°C), and storm electrification resulting in lightning.
For example, Deierling et al. [2008] examined the relationship between precipitation ice mass fluxes for
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temperatures colder than �5°C and lightning frequency for storms over Northern Colorado/Kansas and
Northern Alabama. They found a good correlation between precipitation and nonprecipitation ice mass
as well as their fluxes and total lightning flash rate. Based on Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM) Precipitation Radar (PR) and Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) data from 1998 to 2000, Petersen et al.
[2005] found that radar-derived ice water path, defined as the integration of ice water content above�10°C,
was highly correlated with lightning flash density in the tropics and subtropics. Liu et al. [2012] used 13 years
of TRMM PR data and examined multiple radar-based variables in relation to LIS lightning data. They found
high correlations between lightning flash rates and radar reflectivities greater than 30, 35, and 40 dBZ between
0°C and �40°C. They also noted that these relationships varied between oceanic and continental storms.

Several studies have also examined the relationship between storm updrafts and lightning characteristics.
Wiens et al. [2005] examined one supercell in northern Colorado and found that total lightning flash rates
correlated well with the volume of updraft speeds greater than 10m s�1. Deierling and Petersen [2008]
examined storms over Northern Colorado, Kansas, and Alabama. They found the best correlations between
updraft volume for temperatures colder than �5 and �10°C with vertical velocities greater than 5 and
10m s�1 and total lightning flash rates.

Recent studies have also shown a correlation between electrical activity and storm Wilson currents.
Davydenko et al. [2009] modeled two thunderstorms, one over New Mexico and another over Oklahoma,
and compared the modeled electric field profiles with the observations described in Stolzenburg et al.
[1998, 2002]. The model produced reasonable estimates of the measured electric fields and showed that
the Oklahoma storm had a higher flash rate, larger average updraft speed, and also produced a larger
Wilson current than the less active NewMexico storm. Furthermore,Mach et al. [2010] examined electric field
data for 850 overflights of electrified clouds. They found that storms with lightning, on average, produced
larger Wilson currents than those without lightning. These studies suggest that storm microphysical and
dynamical properties may potentially represent conduction currents well.

A comprehensive model of the global electric circuit (GEC), including the representation of storm conduction
currents based on dynamical and microphysical properties of electrified clouds has not yet been developed.
However, past and recent studies have incorporated parameterizations for lightning in global models. These
studies include Price and Rind [1992, 1994], Allen and Pickering [2002], and Tost et al. [2007]. Additionally,
Kalinin et al. [2011] developed an approach to calculate the contributions of different cloud types to
the GEC based on model-derived convective areas. Applying this approach, Mareev and Volodin [2014]
represented the contribution of thunderstorms and electrified shower clouds to the ionospheric potential
using an exponential conductivity profile in a climate model. They performed a 120 year simulation to
examine the diurnal and seasonal variation in the ionospheric potential. Our study differs from the above, in
that we use cloud properties to estimate conduction currents rather than lightning flash rates or contributions
to the ionospheric potential. The resulting parameterization can be used as part of an evolving physics-based
GEC global modeling framework that includes conductivity, source currents, and external influences from the
magnetosphere to the global electric circuit, such as that in Baumgaertner et al. [2014] and Lucas et al. [2015].

To simulate the contribution of currents from different electrified clouds to the GEC, this study develops a
model parameterization specifically for the Community Earth SystemModel (CESM), based on the skill of rele-
vant cloud parameters in representing currents. Details of the CESM model and observational data sets are
given in section 2. Then, in section 3, CESM model precipitation is compared with precipitation data from
the TRMM satellite to evaluate the model timing, intensity, and potential model biases or deficiencies. In
section 4, CESM’s microphysical and dynamical properties of storms are used in conjunction with a TRMM-
based current map to investigate relationships for total storm currents. A parameterization of currents within
CESM is then derived from these relationships. In section 5, the results from this parameterization are dis-
cussed and section 6 summarizes the CESM conduction current parameterization and simulations results.

2. Model and Observations
2.1. CESM Model

CESM [Neale et al., 2013] is a fully coupled community global climate model maintained by the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The atmospheric component of CESM, the Community
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Atmosphere Model (CAM), includes the relevant dynamical, physical, and chemical processes of the tropo-
sphere and stratosphere on horizontal scales of 10 to 300 km.

In this study, we show results from two different CESM simulations over the course of 1 year (2005): a free-
running simulation with CAM5 physics (free), and a simulation nudged with GEOS-5 reanalysis data (nudged).
Both simulation use CESM model version 1.2.2 and were initialized with present-day conditions (the time
options in CESM are preindustrial, present day, and future). The resolution of the atmospheric model
component is approximately 25 km.

Nudging, also called Newtonian relaxation, is a simple form of data assimilation. Additional terms are added
to the equations for temperature, horizontal wind, and specific humidity, which nudge them toward the
observed values at every time step. The nudging terms in CAM are the same for all variables. An example
of the nudging term for temperature is given in equation (1), where Tm is the modeled temperature, Tr is
the reanalysis temperature, and τ is the relaxation time.

nudged terms ¼ Tm � Tr
τ

(1)

Cloud physics in CAM as well as the convective schemes employed are particularly relevant for this study. For
deep convection, the Zhang-McFarlane scheme is used [Zhang and McFarlane, 1995]. However, this scheme is
modified by adding convective momentum transport according to Richter and Rasch [2008] and a modified
dilute plume calculation following Raymond and Blyth [1986, 1992]. The Zhang-McFarlane convection scheme
is based on a plume ensemble approach where it is assumed that an ensemble of convective scale updrafts
(and the associated saturated downdrafts) may exist whenever the atmosphere is conditionally unstable in
the lower troposphere. The updraft ensemble is composed of plumes sufficiently buoyant so as to penetrate
the unstable layer, where all plumes have the same upward mass flux at the bottom of the convective layer.

Moist convection occurs only when there is Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) for which parcel
ascent from the subcloud layer acts to release CAPE at an exponential rate using a specified adjustment time
scale. For evaporation of convective precipitation on its way to the surface, the scheme by Sundqvist [1988] is
used. This scheme relates the rate at which raindrops evaporate to the local large-scale subsaturation and the
rate at which convective rainwater is made available to the subsaturated model layer.

The role of the shallow convection scheme is to vertically transport heat, moisture, momentum, and tracers
by asymmetric turbulences. In the model, the shallow convection scheme is performed after the deep con-
vection scheme, where the cloud top height and the existence of convective precipitation and convective
downdraft set the two schemes apart. The shallow convection scheme does not have any limitation on its
cloud top height and convective precipitation, but since the preceding deep convection scheme consumes
most CAPE and stabilizes the atmosphere, cloud top height is naturally limited. The scheme assumes a steady
state convective updraft plume, and a small updraft fractional area, so that compensating subsidence entirely
exists within the same grid box as the convective updraft.

The microphysics scheme is a two-moment scheme based on Morrison et al. [2005] and predicts the number
concentrations and mixing ratios of cloud droplets, cloud ice, snow, and rain. The size distributions are repre-
sented by gamma functions and assume spherical particles. Subgrid cloud variability is treated for cloud
water to be able to derive grid average microphysical process rates. Precipitation is treated diagnostically.
For more details on the convective and microphysics/macrophysics schemes see Neale et al. [2010, and
references therein].

Various CESM model output parameters which represent the updraft and mixed phase characteristics
associated with cloud electrification were identified and include convective mass flux, in cloud ice water
path, and convective precipitation. The net vertical convective mass flux is the total of both the upward
and downward components. The upward convective mass flux is defined as

Mu ¼ Mb
eλD z�zbð Þ � 1
λ0 z � zbð Þ (2)

where Mb is the cloud base convective mass flux, λ0 is the maximum detrainment rate for the updraft plume
that is detraining at height z0, and λD is the entrainment rate for the updraft which detrains at height z. The
downward component has a similar form to equation (2), but also includes a factor to ensure that the
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downdraft strength is consistent with precipitation availability. Ice water path is defined as the integral of the
prognostic ice water, in mass per unit area (A. Gettelman, personal communication, 2016). The prognostic ice
water is from the cloud microphysics scheme [Morrison and Gettelman, 2008], with prognostic ice generated
by the cloud condensation scheme [Park et al., 2014]. The cloud condensation scheme also takes detrained
condensate from convection and speciates it into liquid and ice based on a temperature ramp [Neale et al.,
2010]. Since the noninductive charging mechanism is more efficient when supercooled liquid water is
present, in-cloud ice water path and convective mass flux were integrated between 0°C and �50°C. These
variables may potentially be able to represent cloud conduction currents.

2.2. TRMM Precipitation

To evaluate the model simulations, particularly the model representation of convective clouds, rainfall rates
from the precipitation radar (PR) onboard the TRMM satellite [Kummerow et al., 1998] were compared tomod-
eled rainfall rates. The PR measures radar reflectivity factor at 13.8 GHz over a swath of 220 km with a vertical
resolution of 250m at nadir. Rainfall rates are calculated using a power law in the form of R= aZb, where a and
b are functions of the rain type (stratiform and convective), heights of the 0°C isotherm, and storm top.

For this paper, the TRMM 3A25 [Meneghini et al., 2001] 0.5° gridded monthly PR data from the surface level,
defined as the lowest level of detected radar reflectivity, were used. Also, the given rain rates were multiplied
by the fraction of nonzero pixels to account for the fact that an entire grid box of TRMM data may not be
raining. The TRMM data were also corrected for the effects of the orbit boost in August 2001 by adjusting
the rainfall rates after this time by 5.9%, following Shimizu et al. [2009].

2.3. Derived Conduction Currents

In addition to the TRMM PR data, CESM output was also compared to total storm conduction current
climatologies derived from two specific sources. The first is a precipitation and cloud feature database in
Liu et al. [2008]. This database contains counts of thunderstorms and electrified shower clouds (ESCs) in
1° × 1° grid boxes between 35° south and 35° north latitude, over a 13 year period (1998–2010). The counts
of thunderstorms and electrified shower clouds give climatological means for a monthly composite day. In
this study, the storm areas are not considered.

Conduction currents were calculated from the above database using mean currents from 850 aircraft over-
flights for thunderstorms and ESCs over oceans and land (Figure 1) from Mach et al. [2010]. These data
emerge from many NASA ER-2 [Heymsfield et al., 2001] and ALTUS [Mach et al., 2005] overflight measure-
ments of oceanic and continental clouds in the Western Pacific, North America, Caribbean, and Brazil.
Specifically, the database contains electric field components measured from 2, 6, 7, or 8 rotating vane electric
field mills [Bateman et al., 2007] and conductivity from Gerdien capacitor conductivity probes [Mitchell et al.,
1990; Bailey et al., 1999].

The currents were computed from peak-smoothed vertical electric field data where contributions due to
lightning were removed. In addition, in some cases the aircraft was unable to fly directly over the center of
the storm. For those cases, the peak over the storm center was estimated by taking into account the wing
to wing horizontal component of the electric field. Full details on converting the electric field measurements
to currents can be found in Mach et al. [2009].

Using the Liu et al. [2008] database, currents were first estimated by multiplying the Mach et al. [2010] mean
current values of 1.7 A for thunderstorms and 0.41 A for ESCs with the counts of thunderstorms and ESCs over
oceans from Liu et al. [2010]. Also, the mean current values of 1.0 A and 0.13 A were multiplied with the thun-
derstorm and ESC counts over land. This methodology produced a total current estimate of 1609A for the
region between 35° north and south. The indicated value is more akin to the global current estimate of
1400A [Kraakevik, 1961], yet it covers only the tropical and subtropical latitudes.

One concern with the aircraft data is that we have a limited data set covering only a few locations, and thus it
may be potentially biased by a few large values. To examine the sensitivity of the estimated global total
current, two methodologies were investigated. The first was using the median of each data set, which gives
values of 0.85 A and 0.16 A over oceans for thunderstorms and ESCs, respectively. Over land, the median
values are 0.38 A and 0.05 A. The median values give a topical total of 618 A.
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The second method was to compute a new mean excluding rare events with large currents by applying the
following criteria from Moore and McCabe [1999]:

excludehigh ¼ Q3 þ 1:5 � IQR (3)

excludelow ¼ Q1 � 1:5 � IQR (4)

where Q1 and Q3 are the first and third quartiles of data and IQR=Q3�Q1. Rare events identified using these
equations amount to 84 out of the total 850 overflights, slightly less than 10% of the data and are shown by
the black vertical lines in Figure 1. The newmeans computed with rare events removed yield values of 1.17 A
and 0.48 A for thunderstorms and ESCs over oceans, and 0.21 A and 0.08 A over land. Using these mean
current values results in a total current of 867A for the tropical regions. In Cecil et al. [2014], the measured
flash rate over the TRMM domain was found to comprise approximately 90% of the global lightning. Using
the previous global total measurement of 1400 A [Kraakevik, 1961], the 867A computed from the mean with
rare events removed is closer to comprising 90% of the global total than the 618 A found using the median.
Therefore, the new mean current values were selected for this study.

Model- and observational-derived currents were divided based on geographic location for several reasons.
First, studies have shown regional differences in relationships between lightning flash rate and cloud ice
characteristic distributions [Boccippio et al., 2000; Mach et al., 2007, 2010; Liu et al., 2012]. In particular,
global lightning observations have indicated that lightning is most frequent over land and can be absent
from large deep convective systems over the oceans [Christian et al., 2003; Cecil et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2010].
This may be due to the weaker vertical velocities seen in convective updrafts over the ocean [LeMone and
Zipser, 1980; Zipser and LeMone, 1980; Zipser, 1994] which would result in fewer large ice particles with
oceanic storms [Zipser and Lutz, 1994]. Having these large ice particles at high elevations is important
for charge separation and lightning initiation [Rutledge and Petersen, 1994; Lang et al., 2000; Liu et al.,
2012]. Therefore, it may be the case that there are different current distributions for land and
ocean convection.

Figure 1. The distribution of currents derived from 850 overflights of the ER-2 aircraft (data from Mach et al. [2010]) for (a)
ocean clouds with lightning, (b) land clouds with lightning, (c) ocean clouds without lightning, and (d) land clouds without
lightning. The black lines show the boundaries for rare events.
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For the above reasons, each grid box was classified as either land or ocean. Land grid boxes were defined as
having greater than 10% land mass and ocean less than 10% land mass. The model data were averaged
across 2005 and verified by comparing them directly to the TRMM precipitation data. Then, the model was
compared to the derived current data.

3. Evaluation of CESM Precipitation and Microphysics Parameters
3.1. TRMM Precipitation Validation

Figure 2 shows a comparison of CESM free-running convective precipitation to the TRMM convective and
total precipitation spanning the same years as the derived currents, 1998 to 2010. For both simulations,

Figure 2. A comparison of the CESM precipitation averaged over 2005 with observed TRMM precipitation averaged
across 1998–2010. The specific fields are (a) convective precipitation from the CESM free-running simulation, (b) total
precipitation from the CESM free-running simulation, (c) convective precipitation from TRMM, and (d) total precipitation
from TRMM.
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CESM convective precipitation rates match the TRMM total precipitation rates more closely, with correlation
coefficients of 0.83 for the free-running simulation and 0.85 for the nudged version. This is consistent with the
findings of Dai and Trenberth [2004] who showed that CESM overestimated convective precipitation, with it
accounting for over 80% of the total precipitation in the tropics and subtropics. Studies such as Dai et al.
[1999] and Trenberth et al. [2003] suggest that this overestimate of convective precipitation in CESM could
be partially a result of the Zhang MacFarlane convective parameterization. Specifically, this scheme does
not include convective inhibition, which allows rain to begin earlier (especially over land), limits CAPE values,
and thus results in more frequent smaller storms which remove the atmospheric moisture available for
stratiform precipitation.

Although the global percentage of convective precipitation is too high, both the free-running and nudged
versions of CESM capture the large-scale features seen in TRMM total precipitation, including the
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, and local maxima over Malaysia,
Africa, and South America. Two exceptions are the secondary peaks seen off the coast of Asia near Japan
and off the coast of North America. These regions are absent in CESM convective precipitation, but do appear
in CESM total precipitation (not shown), suggesting that they result from an increased frequency of stratiform
precipitation in the midlatitudes.

Figure 3 shows the free-runningmodel minus TRMMdifferencemaps for total precipitation (top) and convec-
tive precipitation (bottom). In addition to the features discussed above, some additional information is
evident in these maps. First, the model underestimates precipitation over Western Brazil/Eastern Peru,
Argentina, central Africa, the Indonesia islands, and the coast of Burma. Yuan et al. [2013] examined CESM
precipitation in comparison to precipitation derived from TRMM PRmeasurements and found that the model
missed the nocturnal convective maximum over the Burma region. In addition, through examination of
TRMMdata, they found that stratiform precipitationmakes up a larger percentage of total precipitation in this

Figure 3. A comparison of the difference between the free-running CESM precipitation rate versus the TRMM precipitation
rate for (a) total precipitation and (b) convective precipitation.
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region. Since we are using convective
precipitation, this likely contributes to
the underestimation seen in this
region. Specific causes of the biases
seen in Brazil/Peru, Argentina, Africa,
and Indonesia are uncertain at this
time. However, these biases are known,
and the Brazil/Peru region should be
better represented in CESM version 2.0
(J. F. Lamarque, personal communica-
tion, 2016).

3.2. Diurnal Cycle Validation

When using current parameterizations
based on model parameters in a full
GEC model, capturing the observed
diurnal variation of electrified cloud
activity and strength is important.
Therefore, the free-running and nudged
CESM data were output hourly to exam-
ine the model representation of the
diurnal cycle and compared with the
Carnegie curve. The Carnegie curve is
based on fair weather electric field mea-
surements that were made on several
cruises of the Carnegie and Maude ships
throughout 2 years in the early 1900s
and represents the diurnal variations of
the electric potential gradient devia-
tions from their mean. Given that elec-
trified clouds play an important role in
maintaining the potential difference
between Earth’s surface and the iono-
sphere, we would expect them to vary
in phase with the Carnegie curve.

Figure 4a shows the free-running con-
vective mass flux, ice water path, and convective precipitation totaled for each hour across 2005 and plotted
as a deviation from the yearly mean. Comparing these images to the Carnegie curves in black and purple
from Harrison [2013] and Mach et al. [2011], all three variables capture the general shape seen in the global
diurnal cycle; however, the amplitude and timing differ slightly. RMS error values range between 6.6% for ice
water path and 8.1% for convective precipitation, with 7.1% for convective mass flux. The Carnegie curve also
shows a 15–20% variation about the mean, whereas output from CESM only varies by 5% to 8%, with convec-
tive precipitation showing the largest amplitude variation and ice water path the smallest. Furthermore, the
minimum diurnal variation is 1 to 2 h late for convective mass flux and ice water path, but is generally accu-
rate for convective precipitation. The maximum peak in the model diurnal cycle occurs 4 h early for convec-
tive mass flux and convective precipitation, and 6 h early for ice water path. Early initiation of convection is a
known issue in CESM and other climate models, which tends to trigger convection too early and too fre-
quently [Dai and Trenberth, 2004; DeMott et al., 2007; Gervais et al., 2014; Folkins et al., 2014], as was discussed
in section 3.1. This early initiation was also found in past GEC studies including Mareev and Volodin [2014].

Separating themodel data into three chimney regions (Figure 4b) allows amore detailed look at the timing of
convection across different regions. Specifically, we can compare our curves to the thunderstorm area seen in
Figure 11 of Harrison [2013]. This image shows three distinct peaks; the Asia/Australia curve, which peaks at
around 0800 UTC, shows the smallest amplitude, and is also the widest. The Africa/Europe curve in Harrison

Figure 4. The Harrison [2013] Carnegie Curve (black) and the Mach et al.
[2011] Carnegie Curve (purple) compared to the CESM free-running
diurnal variations plotted as the percent deviation from the mean for
(a) convective mass flux (blue), ice water path (green), and convective
precipitation (red) and (b) convective mass flux for North and South
America (green), Europe and Africa (orange), Asia and Australia (red), and
the oceans (blue).
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[2013] shows the largest and sharpest peak at around 1400 UTC, whereas the N/S America curve that peaks at
2000 UTC is sharper than the Asia/Australia curve and has an amplitude that is slightly less than the Africa/
Europe curve.

In comparison to Harrison [2013] Figure 11, the model Asia/Australia chimney peak (Figure 4b) has too large a
diurnal variation for all three different model parameters; it should be the smallest of the three chimney
regions. The timing of the minimum matches well to that of the Harrison [2013] Asia/Australia minimum;
however, the maximum peak timing is an hour late at 0900 UTC. The Africa/Europe chimney has the largest
amplitude in Harrison [2013] but consistently shows the smallest diurnal variation in all three CESM variables.
Also, the peak is much broader and flatter compared to Harrison [2013]. The minimum of all three CESM para-
meter diurnal variations occurs 1 to 3 h early, but themaximum is 2 h late at 1600 UTC in convectivemass flux.
For the North and South America chimneys, the widths of the curves match well to those presented in

Figure 5. A comparison of the yearly (2005) averaged CESM free-running simulation variables to current derived from
TRMM. The specific fields are (a) currents derived from the TRMM cloud and precipitation feature database, (b) convective
mass flux, (c) ice water path, and (d) convective precipitation.
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Harrison [2013]. However, the curve minimum occurs 2 h early and the maximum occurs 2 h late at 2200 UTC
for convective mass flux.

4. Development of Current Parameterizations in CESM

Although the model does show some regional biases, in general, it captures the timing and amplitude of
convection. Therefore, the three model parameters are tested to determine whether they can be used to
represent conduction currents. Convective mass flux, ice water path, and convective precipitation are
compared to the derived currents (from section 2.3) on a grid point by grid point basis, as well as on
averaged data. A parameterization is developed by fitting relationships to the grid point and averaged
data comparisons.

Figure 5a shows the global distributions of these currents, while Figures 5b–5d show convectivemass flux, ice
water path, and convective precipitation averaged for 2005, respectively. All three variables capture many of
the main features shown in the TRMM current approximations, including the ITCZ in the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, and local maxima over Africa. However, the local maxima over Malaysia and the Philippines in the
global current data are overrepresented by convective mass flux and convective precipitation. In addition,
ice water path overestimates the maxima over Africa, and shifts the maxima over Costa Rica and Panama east
of its actual location. All three variables show a local maximum over the Himalayas that is not represented in
the TRMM-derived currents.

In comparison to the free-running simulation, the nudged run (not shown) displays less convective mass flux,
ice water path, and convective precipitation over the ITCZ region, especially in the eastern Pacific. For

Figure 6. Averaged annual (2005) grid point by grid point values of CESM convective mass flux compared to TRMM-derived
current from the (a) free-running oceans, (b) free-running land, (c) nudged oceans, and (d) nudged land.
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convective mass flux, the local maxima near South America, north of Australia, and Africa are amplified. In
contrast, ice water path shows a reduction in the intensity of the Africa and North/South America chimneys
in the nudged model. Convective precipitation exhibits an increase off the coast of South America and over
Africa. However, the region of larger convective precipitation over Malaysia is an expanded in area, but the
peak value is reduced.

4.1. Regressions on Gridded Data

Linear regressions and the associated correlation coefficients were computed to investigate the relationship
between CESM- and TRMM-derived currents. Figure 6 shows scatterplots of CESM free-running and nudged
convective mass flux for 2005 against the derived total storm currents. The free-running ocean data exhibit
the highest correlation coefficient at 0.77. The correlation coefficient is slightly less at 0.72 for the nudged
land and ocean data, and lowest at 0.71 for the free-running land data. The nudged data show the largest
convective mass fluxes, and all plots contain enhanced regions of scatter for currents above 0.2 A and con-
vective mass fluxes above 3 × 1010 kgm s�1. Linear regressions show a similar slope for the different regimes
and model runs but are steepest for the free-running land data with a slope of 1.19 × 108 kgm s�1 A�1 and
shallowest for the nudged ocean data at 0.61 × 108 kgm s�1 A�1. The free-running ocean and nudged land
data have similar slopes of 0.77 × 108 and 0.87 × 108 kgm s�1 A�1 respectively.

In comparison to convective mass flux, ice water path versus conduction currents (Figure 7) show increased
scatter in the land regions, reflected by the lower correlation coefficients of 0.55 and 0.46. Correlation coeffi-
cients for the oceanic regions are similar to convective mass flux with values of 0.73 and 0.75 for the nudged
and free-running versions, respectively. Ice water path demonstrates a strong regime dependence compared

Figure 7. Averaged annual (2005) CESM ice water path compared to derived current from the (a) free-running oceans,
(b) free-running land, (c) nudged oceans, and (d) nudged land.
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to convective mass flux; the land regressions are flatter than their oceanic counterparts with slopes of
1.29 × 107 and 0.86 × 107 kgmA�1 for the nudged and free-running simulations versus 3.95 × 107 and
3.49 × 107 kgmA�1 for the oceans. The regime dependence suggests that storms over the oceans require a
larger icewater path toproduce the same currents that occurwith a smaller icewater paths over land. This beha-
vior is similar to TRMM-derived radar characteristics and lightning, which suggests that large ice particles occur
more often over land than over oceans [Liu et al., 2012]. Though oceanic storms exhibit less precipitation ice,
current distributions fromMach et al. [2011] suggest that oceanic conduction currents have a larger mean than
their continental counterpart, which results in larger conduction currents per ice water path for oceanic clouds.

Out of all three variables, convective precipitation from the free-running model simulation (Figure 8) has the
highest correlation to conduction currents with a value of 0.83 over land. The free-running oceanic data,
however, give correlation coefficients similar to convective mass flux and ice water path at 0.77. The nudged
data yield very similar correlations to the free-running convective precipitation data at 0.82 and 0.78 for land
and oceans, respectively. Convective precipitation displays a slight separation between land and oceans. This
separation, however, is not as strong as that seen in the ice water path-current data. Petersen et al. [2005]
suggested that the relationship between ice water path and lightning flash density was independent of con-
vective regime. CESM does show different relationships for oceanic and land regimes but only for ice water
path and convective precipitation. Liu et al. [2012] also indicated a regime dependence between land and
oceans, with the largest slope for the land regimes, in agreement with CESM convective precipitation.

Convection over the oceans, especially the tropical oceans, tends to be dominated by warm rain processes.
The combination of lower ice water path values and larger convective precipitation over the oceans, com-
pared to the land data at the same currents, may suggest an increased contribution of warm rain
processes to precipitation that does not contribute to the electrification of the storms in tropical oceanic
convection [Petersen and Rutledge, 1998].

Figure 8. Averaged annual (2005) CESM convective precipitation compared to derived current from the (a) free-running
oceans, (b) free-running land, (c) nudged oceans, and (d) nudged land.
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4.2. Regressions on Averaged Data

To further examine the relationship between conduction currents and the model parameters and also miti-
gate biases caused by large values associated with rare events, CESM convective mass flux, ice water path,
and convective precipitation were binned and the mean current in each bin plotted as shown in Figure 9
for land (ocean) in red (blue). The bin sizes vary between parameters and are 0.2 × 1010 kgm s�1 for convec-
tive mass flux, 1010 kgm for ice water path, and 0.005mm/h for convective precipitation. Vertical lines in
Figure 9 show the range of data values in each bin, calculated as 1 standard deviation from the mean.
Then, linear, logarithmic, power law, and polynomial fits were performed on this smoothed data to determine

Figure 9. Yearly averaged (2005) CESM model output compared to derived current for (a) free-running convective mass flux, (b) nudged convective mass flux,
(c) free-running ice water path, (d) nudged ice water path, (e) free-running convective precipitation, and (f) nudged convective precipitation. The symbols show
the average value for each bin and the vertical lines represent 1 standard deviation away from the mean.
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the best relationship to represent conduction currents in themodel. Table 1 shows a comparison of the coefficient
of determination using these different relationships for the land convective mass flux, ice water path, and convec-
tive precipitation. The coefficient of determination is calculated by first introducing linearity to the data. Then,

r2 ¼ 1� SSE
SSTO

; (5)

where SSE =
P

(Yi� Ŷi)2, SSTO=
P

(Yi� Ŷ)2, Yi is the sample data, Y the sample mean, and Ŷi the fit data. To
account for differing degrees of freedom, and adjusted coefficient of determination was calculated. The
formula is given below as equation (6), where n is the total sample size and p is the number of predictors.

adjusted r2 ¼ 1� 1� r2
� � n� 1

n� p
(6)

Power law fits have the highest coefficient of determination as opposed to the linear and polynomial fits for
data output from the free-running model simulations. They do not describe negative currents but are zero
when the variable in question also has a value of zero. Therefore, we have employed a power law fit in the form
of y= axb. Table 2 shows the coefficients a and b of the fits, and the adjusted r2 value for all of the variables.

Figures 9a and 9b show the smoothed convective mass flux scatterplots compared to the computed current.
In general, the fits between land and ocean are fairly similar, with the only difference being that the ocean fit
is slightly flatter, as reflected by the smaller exponents. Similar to the original scatterplots (Figure 7), the
nudged data contain larger convective mass fluxes than what can be observed in the free-running data.
The adjusted coefficient of determination (r2) is strong for the convective mass flux data, although slightly
larger for the nudged land and ocean data at 0.97, compared to the free-running version at 0.90 and 0.94.

Consistent with fits derived from the grid point data, the smoothed ice water path (Figures 9c and 9d) versus
currents show a strong separation between the ocean and land regimes, with the land fits being much flatter
than the oceanic data, suggested by the larger exponents for the oceans. Also, there is no ocean ice water
path data that exceed values of 30 × 1010 kgm�2, and the free-running land data show the largest ice water
path values. Adjusted goodness of fits are similar to those derived from the convective mass flux data with
the free-running ice water path at 0.93 for land and 0.96 for oceans, and less for the nudged run at 0.84
and 0.86.

Table 1. The Adjusted Goodness of Fits Calculated Over Land Areas for Convective Mass Flux, Ice Water Path, and Convective Precipitation From the Free-Running
and Nudged CESM Simulations

Land Adjusted Goodness of Fits (r2)

Variable Linear Logarithmic Polynomial 3 Polynomial 4 Power

Form y = ax + b y = a ln(x) + b y = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d y = ax4 + bx3 + cx2 + dx + e y = axb

Convective mass flux free 0.78 0.68 0.81 0.87 0.90
Convective mass flux nudged 0.94 0.80 0.95 0.95 0.97
Ice water path free 0.86 0.84 0.89 0.93 0.93
Ice water path nudged 0.56 0.73 0.70 0.76 0.84
Convective precipitation free 0.87 0.72 0.91 0.91 0.94
Convective precipitation nudged 0.83 0.59 0.87 0.87 0.93

Table 2. The Power Law Fit Coefficients for Convective Mass Flux, Ice Water Path, and Convective Precipitation for the
Free-Running and Nudged CESM Simulations

Land Ocean

Variable a b Adjusted r2 a b Adjusted r2

Convective mass flux free 0.03 0.58 0.90 0.03 0.39 0.94
Convective mass flux nudged 0.02 0.49 0.97 0.03 0.532 0.97
Ice water path free 0.01 0.42 0.93 0.20 0.50 0.95
Ice water path nudged 0.02 0.38 0.84 0.02 0.51 0.86
Convective precipitation free 0.19 0.69 0.94 0.10 0.59 0.98
Convective precipitation nudged 0.17 0.61 0.93 0.10 0.51 0.96
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Comparing the smoothed convective precipitation data (Figures 9e and 9f) to the individual grid point data,
some separation between the land and ocean regimes can be seen, but it is not as significant as the differ-
ences in ice water path. Relationships for the land data show more variability than those for the ocean data,
especially at high precipitation rates. This is evidenced by the adjusted goodness of fit statistics which are
slightly lower at 0.94 and 0.93 for the land free-running and nudged data, and larger for the ocean data with
0.98 and 0.96. Both land exponents are also larger than their oceanic counterparts at 0.69 and 0.61 for the
nudged and free-running model simulations.

5. Model Parameterized Current Output

The regressions between convective mass flux, ice water path, convective precipitation and total conduction
currents from the smoothed data sets were used to infer currents at each model grid point. Figure 10 shows
the global distributions of derived currents from the free-running model simulations compared with derived
currents from TRMM. Current derived from convective mass flux (Figure 10b) matches the major features of
the TRMM currents seen in Figure 10a. However, the peak over Indonesia does not reach the same amplitude,
and the aerial extent of the currents over the ITCZ, Indonesia, and Africa is too large. In addition, the maxi-
mum over the Himalayas is still evident in the derived currents, but not present in the TRMM currents. The
global total value of 1452A matches well to the estimate of 1400A by Kraakevik [1961].

Similar to convective mass flux, ice water path-derived currents (Figure 10c) also capture the main features
and produce too large an area of currents over the ITCZ, Indonesia, and Africa. In contrast, however, the max-
imum peak current derived from ice water path is smaller than that seen in convective mass flux, yet the glo-
bal total current is larger at 1678A. This is a result of the increased aerial extent of currents over the higher
latitudes of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, likely associated with shower clouds. Ice water path does not
show the distinct peaks, but rather the data is distributed more evenly, especially over South America.

Convective precipitation-inferred currents (Figure 10d) show the smallest total global current of 1136A, in
part because of the reduced currents found at the higher latitudes. This is likely a result of the increasing
percentage of large-scale precipitation at these latitudes. The features in the tropics agree well with the
total current map, including the maxima seen near the coast of Panama and over the Indonesian islands.
Convective precipitation is highly correlated with currents over the tropics, as resolving convection accu-
rately is the most important part for a correlation to the derived current data. However, correlations outside
of the tropics may be more variable due to the above mentioned increasing percentage of large-
scale precipitation.

Figure 11 shows the diurnal variations of current derived from CESM convective mass flux, ice water path,
and convective precipitation. For convective mass flux and convective precipitation, the amplitude is simi-
lar to what was observed prior to the parameterization. However, RMS values are slightly larger, with 7.2%
for convective mass flux, 8.6% for convective precipitation, and 10% for ice water path. Specifically, convec-
tive precipitation and convective mass flux show roughly a 6% variation about the mean, similar to the
amplitude variation seen in Figure 4. Ice water path, however, shows the smallest variation about the mean
at approximately 2%. Part of the reason why the ice water path diurnal variation is relatively too small is
that the parameterization does not capture the extent of the variability of over land. This is indicated by
the large amount of scatter in Figure 8 at currents above 0.05 A and the relatively large ice water path
values seen over Africa and South America in Figure 5c. There are no comparable areas of large ice water
path in Figure 10c.

Similar to the diurnal variations in Figure 4a, convective mass flux peaks 5 h early at 1500 UTC. The ice water
path curve is much broader and flatter than the diurnal variations seen in Figure 4a and peaks even earlier at
1400 UTC. Convective precipitation also peaks far too early in the derived current version, with the maximum
occurring at 1300 UTC and the minimum at 0300 UTC. The early maxima in all three curves are a direct result
of the early initiation of convection, which is a known issue in CESM and other climate models, and was
discussed in section 3.1.

Of the three variables, a convective mass flux parameterization captures the observed current sources best.
The representation of the current source maxima in the tropics is superior to that seen for ice water path,
though not as highly correlated as convective precipitation. However, convective precipitation shows the
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Figure 10. Derived current from (a) the TRMM precipitation and cloud database, (b) CESM free-running convective mass
flux, (c) CESM free-running ice water path, and (d) CESM free-running convective precipitation.
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smallest global total and has reduced
currents in the middle and high lati-
tudes. Given that our observations
are only for the tropical regions, there
is uncertainty in whether convective
precipitation is representative of the
currents in this region. Lucas et al.
[2015] used a more simplified version
of the convective mass flux parame-
terization derived in this paper by
computing the currents at each time
step. They found that the modeled
electric fields agreed well with
observed diurnal variations over two
Antarctic sites. However, they did
note that the amplitude of the elec-
tric fields produced were too small,
similar to what we find here.

6. Conclusions

Using model output from CESM, and precipitation feature data from TRMM, this study examines the model
representation of currents derived from microphysical and dynamical properties of electrified clouds.
These parameters have been previously shown to correlate well with cloud electrification and lightning.
The goals of this study were to first determine the model skill at predicting these variables. Then, model para-
meterizations of conduction currents in the GEC were created and evaluated for use in a comprehensive
global model.

The ability of model convective mass flux, ice water path, and convective precipitation to represent electrified
cloud conduction currents was tested and evaluated. Annual global distributions of these parameters agree
well with the geographical patterns of TRMM current estimates. On a grid point by grid point basis, convec-
tive mass flux shows a strong correlation to the TRMM-derived current data. The relationship between
currents and convective mass flux is similar between land and ocean regions. In comparison, the ice water
path and current relationships show a distinct difference between the land and ocean regions and consider-
ably more scatter. Relationships between convective precipitation and currents do exhibit some regime
dependence, but it is less distinct than that seen with ice water path.

Examining the diurnal cycle, the variations of convective mass flux, ice water path, and convective precipita-
tion are fairly similar to electric potential variations represented by the Carnegie curve. However, the maxi-
mum occurs 4 to 6 h early in all three variables. In addition, the amplitude of these curves show a 5% to
8% variation about the mean, less than the Carnegie Curve’s 15%.

Model biases are evident when the diurnal variations are separated into the three chimney regions. The
model shows low biases of precipitation over South America, Africa, and regions of Asia. However, there is
also a region of corresponding high bias over Asia and almost no bias over Australia. These biases likely
contribute to the relatively large amplitude diurnal variation over Asia/Australia, whereas variations over
Europe/Africa are too small. In addition, the Zhang McFarlane convection scheme likely contributes to the
broader and flatter peak and smaller diurnal variation of the Europe/Africa curve by producing early initiation
and smaller and more frequent storms. However, the local biases seen above are relatively small and do not
impact the global total current values.

Current estimates produced from all three variables agree well to past studies, with the currents derived from
the convective mass flux showing the best results. The main features of the ITCZ in the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, and local maxima over Africa are captured well by all three variables. However, the output shows
too small of a diurnal cycle, and overestimates currents over the Indian Ocean and Himalayas. In particular
with continued improvements of the model representation of convection and electrified clouds in CESM,
results herein suggest that using cloud parameters such as convective mass flux and to some extend ice

Figure 11. Derived current plotted as the percent deviation from the mean
of CESM free-running convective mass flux (blue), ice water path (green),
and convective precipitation (red) compared to the Harrison [2013] Carnegie
Curve (black) and the Mach et al. [2011] Carnegie Curve (purple).
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water path and convective precipitation are well suited for parameterizing currents in a global model frame-
work. They are able to represent the global distribution and strength of current input for different
electrified clouds.

However, there are a few limitations that are not considered in this study. First, validation data outside of
the TRMM range (35°S to 35°N) would be needed to fully understand the impact of these biases. This is
especially true in North America and Europe where convection frequently occurs north of 35° and is
therefore missed by TRMM. Second, this study does not attempt to classify the type and size of clouds,
as these are not resolved by the model. Instead, they are represented through bulk model parameters.
Third, the two data sets which are used to create the observed current data show different amounts
of ESCs. Mach et al. [2011] suggests that their work may underestimate the contribution of ESCs. When
they increase the contribution of ESCs by 3 to 4 times, they get a better fit to the diurnal variation.
This agrees well with Liu et al. [2010] who suggested the ratio of 3:1 for ESCs to thunderstorms. Both
studies report that thunderstorms from land are the dominant source of current, though both of them
have their own specific weaknesses in sampling. Further research is needed to resolve this discrepancy
in the future.
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